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Abstract
In the paraphrase generation task, source sentences often contain phrases that should not
be altered. Which phrases, however, can be
context dependent and can vary by application. Our solution to this challenge is to provide the user with explicit tags that can be
placed around any arbitrary segment of text
to mean “don’t change me!” when generating
a paraphrase; the model learns to explicitly
copy these phrases to the output. The contribution of this work is a novel data generation technique using distant supervision that
allows us to start with a pretrained sequenceto-sequence model and fine-tune a paraphrase
generator that exhibits this behavior, allowing
user-controllable paraphrase generation. Additionally, we modify the loss during fine-tuning
to explicitly encourage diversity in model output. Our technique is language agnostic, and
we report experiments in English and Chinese.

1

Introduction

Notions of semantic similarity and paraphrase are
highly context dependent. Consider “I’m looking
for cheap hotels in New York.” vs. “What are cheap
lodging options in Beijing?”: from the perspective of intent classification, both express similar
intents, but from the perspective of paraphrasing
in a community QA application, a user looking
for the answer to one question would not find the
other response helpful. This is because the location
“New York” anchors the information need, and any
changes to it would be unacceptable to the user.
It is not always the case that named entities are
“immutable” in this respect: consider a user looking
for vacation destinations in the South of France.
From the perspective of an advertiser, there might
be good reason to tempt the user with alternative
locations such as the Italian Riviera; the user may
even welcome these suggestions. Also, it is not

always the case that these immutable anchors are
named entities: For example, some metrics assign
high similarity to antonyms, and so “cheap hotels”
and “expensive hotels” might be considered semantically close, but obviously not from the perspective
of an end user looking for inexpensive lodging.
Although whether or not certain words can be
changed without affecting the meaning of a sentence is highly dependent on context, the user of a
paraphrase generation system usually would know.
Consider the application of paraphrase generation
in a community QA application, where a developer
wishes to automatically generate question variants
to increase the chances of a semantic match: A
naı̈ve system will indeed generate “What are cheap
lodging options in Beijing?” as a paraphrase to
“I’m looking for cheap hotels in New York.”
What if we provide the user with a way to explicitly tag portions of the input so that a paraphrase generator knows what parts of the input to
repeat verbatim? For example, a simple annotation
scheme like “What are cheap lodging options in
htagi Beijing h/tagi?”, where words between htagi
and h/tagi should not be paraphrased. We present
a paraphrase generator that implements such tags,
allowing user-controllable paraphrase generation.
On a standard sequence-to-sequence model
(mBART), our contribution is a novel data generation technique via distant supervision to fine-tune
a paraphrase generator that supports this tagging
behavior. To our knowledge, we are the first to
describe such a capability—this solves a practical problem that hinders deployment of models in
real-world applications.1 Our technique is entirely
language agnostic, and we report experiments in
both English and Chinese. Additionally, we modify
the loss during fine-tuning to explicitly encourage
diversity in the paraphrase generation process.
1

This is a feature requested by many of our customers.
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2

Paraphrase Generator

2.2

We treat paraphrase generation as a standard supervised sequence-to-sequence task by fine-tuning
mBART-large (Liu et al., 2020). Although our technique can be applied to any sequence-to-sequence
framework, we selected mBART because a multilingual model is widely available. Following standard practice, custom language tags are used to
denote the desired behavior of the model, but otherwise everything in our model is language agnostic.
Building on our running example, a training pair
might be (“What are cheap lodging options in htagi
Beijing h/tagi?”, “I’m looking for cheap hotels
in htagi Beijing h/tagi?”). Multiple such corpora
exists (without these tags), and this is a straightforward use of mBART, but the challenge is this:
Starting with an existing paraphrase dataset, how
do we know where the tags should go? At inference
time, the user supplies the tags, but during training, such knowledge is not available. Obviously,
we could go through and manually insert tags to
existing paraphrase datasets, but such large annotation efforts are impractical. Instead, we adopt a
solution based on distant supervision by building
three different taggers, discussed below.
2.1

Taggers

The Oracle Tagger represents an upper bound:
tags are assigned to surround consecutive word
sequences that appear in both the source and multiple references. Our intuition is that tags should
go around exactly the portions of text that do not
change across the paraphrases. Here, we heuristically filter out stopwords and other common ngrams. However, the Oracle Tagger won’t work on
datasets like QQP, where each sentence only has
one reference. The two similar sentences are going
to largely overlap with each other, so the Oracle
Tagger will almost tag the entire sentence, which
cannot be regarded as the anchors. For datasets like
MSCOCO, since there are multiple references, the
overlapping substrings are only a few words long
therefore we can treat them as anchors.
With the NER Tagger, we simply tag all NERs.
Since we aim to generate paraphrases in multiple languages, we use the ID-CNN languageindependent named entity recognizer (Strubell
et al., 2017). With the Auto Tagger, we use the
output of the oracle tags to train a standard BERTbased (Devlin et al., 2019) token classifier.

Encouraging Diversity

During fine-tuning, our paraphrase generator learns
to keep the content between htagi and h/tagi
tokens—provided by one of the three taggers
above—since the content inside are not changed
from a source to its reference output. We want
our model to be able to keep the anchors (that are
tagged) but paraphrase the other parts as much as
possible.
To accomplish this, in addition to the original
mBART architecture, we add another loss term
to encourage diversity in generated paraphrases.
During fine-tuning, we also minimize the mutual
information between our paraphrase distribution
and the source sentence. The mutual information
term is controlled by a hyperparameter weight, indicating how “different and diverse” we want our
paraphrases to be compared to the source sentence.
By default, this weight is set to 0.3.
To be more specific, let |D| be the number of
tokens in our dictionary,  be the weight of label
smoothing, w be the weight of the entropy term
in our mutual information evaluated with source
sentences. Note that a larger w means the more
diversity we are encouraging our paraphrases to
be. Let B be the batch size, p(t|si ) be the ground
truth one-hot token probability distribution of reference sentences given a source sentence si where
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., B}, and let qθ (t|si ) be the model predicted token probability distribution given a source
sentence si for a fixed set of parameters θ. Our loss
function can be written as:
X
L =(1 − )[−
p(t|si ) log qθ (t|si )]
i


+
[−
log qθ (t|si )]
|D|
i
X
− w[−
p(t == si ) log qθ (t|si )]
X

(1)

i

where p(t == si ) can also be viewed as a vector
of results of an indicator function; the value of such
a vector is one at the jth location if and only if for
a source sentence si with length J, tj and si,j are
of the same token for j ∈ 1, 2, ..., J.

3

Experimental Setup

We describe the data we used for experiments and
the basic setup. At a high level, we have two
types of datasets, with or without paraphrase clusters (sentences with the same meaning) to evaluate our tagging behavior and model output diver-
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sity improvement. Three English paraphrase cluster datasets were utilized, but no Chinese cluster
datasets since we did not find such a dataset to be
available. One English and one Chinese paraphrase
pair dataset were used. Some of the datasets are
widely used in paraphrase generation tasks, the others are adopted from other natural language tasks.
Below we briefly describe each dataset:
MS COCO Captions 2017 (MSCOCO) (Chen
et al., 2015) is an English dataset designed for
automatic image caption generation. Five humanwritten caption descriptions were collected for each
image. The total number of images is about 118k
with 590k captions.
Parabank (Hu et al., 2019) is an English sentence re-writing dataset. We took its eval dataset
(ParabankEval), which contains 400 semantic paraphrase with an average of 14 paraphrases in each
cluster.
ComQA is an English dataset of real user questions
from the WikiAnswers community QA platform.
The questions are grouped into paraphrase clusters, of which 1,809 clusters have more than one
question.
Quora Question Pairs (QQP) contain humanannotated duplicate English questions, with 50k
training paraphrase pairs and 20k testing instances.
ATEC is a Chinese dataset that comes from Ant
Technology Exploration Conference Developer
competition. It contains 14,946 financial question
pairs that are semantically similar.
For MSCOCO, ParabankEval, and ComQA, we
randomly picked one sentence from each cluster as
the paraphrase source sentence and the rest as the
ground-truth references. For the other datasets, we
pick one sentence as the source and the other one
as the reference. We divided all datasets with 80%
in the training set and 20% in the test set.

4

Results

As a preface to our results, we emphasize that, to
our knowledge, user-controllable paraphrasing in
the manner that we have described is a novel capability. That is, no previous work has addressed
this problem—and thus, points of comparison are
limited. Further note that the point of our technique
is not to establish state-of-the-art performance on
these various datasets, but rather to illustrate our
tagging feature. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that our model outperforms the previous state-

of-the-art paraphrase generation model (Fu et al.,
2019) on MSCOCO and QQP datasets in terms
of ROUGE scores. We only present the results of
ROUGE 2-gram scores for brevity, but the results
of other ROUGE scores are consistent.
We choose ROUGE (Lin, 2004) instead of
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) as our evaluation
metrics for both tagger performance and diversity
evaluation because of the diversity loss that we introduced. In an ideal dataset, the references of a
source sentence should be able to cover all possible
paraphrases. In this case, precision-based metrics
like BLEU should be an even more suitable evaluation metric of generated paraphrases. However, the
datasets we experimented on only contain a handful of references, far from covering all possibilities.
The substituted words and diversified descriptions
encouraged by our minimized mutual information
will all be false negatives since they are not covered
by the reference, thus leading to low precision.
4.1

Tagger Performance

Experimental results and descriptions are shown
in Table 1. Compared to 118k semantic clusters
in MSCOCO, ComQA and ParabankEval contain
only 400 and 1809 clusters, respectively. Therefore,
only MSCOCO has enough data to train a BERTbased token classifier as its Auto Tagger, while
ComQA and ParabankEval’s Auto Tagger results
are gibberish.
How should we read the results in Table 1? We
need to consider the “R” row and the “R vs. S”
row together. The values in the “R” row are 2gram ROUGE scores; the higher the score, the
more similar our generated paraphrase is to the
reference sentences, and therefore the “R” score
means how good our paraphrases are—in other
words, quality. The values in the “R vs. S” row are
2-gram ROUGE scores of the generated paraphrase
with respect to the source; the higher the score,
the more similar our generated paraphrase is to the
source sentence—in other words, diversity. We
desire both high quality and high diversity, in other
words, a high “R” score and a low “R vs. S” score,
but this is dataset dependent: if the references are
similar to the sources (like in ParabankEval), both
“R” scores and “R vs. S” scores will inevitably
be high; if the references are very different from
the sources (like in the MSCOCO caption dataset),
both “R” scores and “R vs. S” scores will tend to
be low.
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Dataset

MSCOCO

ComQA

ParabankEval

QQP

ATEC

Tagger

No Tag

Auto

NER

Oracle

No Tag

NER

Oracle

No Tag

NER

Oracle

No Tag

NER

No Tag

NER

R
R vs. S
T%

20.6
39.5

30.7
34.6
99.7

28.8
30.5
99.3

22.8
27.9
99.9

38.0
69.5

42.2
49.4
91.3

47.1
52.4
92.7

30.4
41.5

77.4
81.5
99.1

79.9
85.8
100

35.2
57.5

38.3
51.3
80.2

35.2
85.4

36.3
83.3
96.1

Table 1: Experiment results. Reading horizontally, the Tagger columns show the tagger (Auto Tagger, NER
Tagger, Oracle Tagger, or no tagger) used during training for each dataset. Note that the Oracle Tagger is a realistic
condition in this context because in a deployed application, the correct tags would be supplied by a human. The
first row (“R”) refers to the result of 2-gram ROUGE scores of the generated paraphrases against references; this
measures the quality of the paraphrases. The second row (“R vs. S”) refers to the 2-gram ROUGE scores of
generated paraphrases against the source sentence; this measures the diversity of the paraphrases. In other words,
the lower this value, the more diverse the paraphrases are. It is important to present both figures because paraphrase
generation requires a balance between these two factors. The final row (“T%”) shows the percentage of tagged
substrings that remain unchanged during paraphrase generation; this demonstrates how well our model learns to
preserve the content surrounded by tags. We can see that our tagging technique achieves the intended effect after
fine-tuning.

Why don’t we use BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
score instead? Consider again generating paraphrases for our running example: “What are cheap
lodging options in htagi Beijing h/tagi?” We want
our generated paraphrases to retain “Beijing” and
change other parts of the sentence as much as possible (but preserving the semantic meaning). Let’s
suppose we have ground-truth references that contain all possible paraphrases. If so, the paraphrase
“I’m visiting Beijing and trying to find cheap hotels.”
will have a perfect “R” score and also a 0 “R vs. S”
score (since it does not have any 2-gram overlaps
with the source sentence); this will be the case with
either ROUGE or BLEU. For paraphrases like “I’m
visiting New York and trying to find cheap hotels.”
or “I’m visiting Beijing and trying to find the Great
Wall.”, the “R” score will be lower. A paraphrase
like “What are cheap hotels in Beijing?” will have
a higher “R vs. S” score (lower diversity). These
are exactly the behaviors we desire.
More realistically, though, our references only
contain a handful of paraphrases. For example,
what if the term “cheap hotels” never appears in
our references? Then, even though we know that
“cheap hotels” is a valid paraphrase of “cheap lodging options”, the related 2-grams like “cheap hotels” and “hotels in” will all be false negatives. In
this case, recall-based metrics like ROUGE will
be more robust than precision-based metrics like
BLEU. Moreover, since we introduced the mutual
information loss term to force our model to change
the untagged parts of a sentence, it is likely that our
model will generate correct paraphrases containing
terms that are not covered by the references, and
those false negatives will result in artificially (and

unfair) lower BLEU scores. For this reason, we
argue that ROUGE is the more appropriate metric
in our study.
For three out of four English datasets, our proposed tagging approach yields not only better paraphrases (in terms of matching the reference) but
more diverse paraphrases as well. ATEC also yields
similar behavior with the NER tagger. However,
ParabankEval seems to be an outlier here: the quality of the paraphrases increases dramatically (over
double the score), although the generated output is
far less diverse. This is understandable since ParabankEval only has 400 semantic clusters in total
and the sentences are usually two to three times
longer than MSCOCO; the paraphrase generator
did not see enough examples to generate diversified
long paraphrases.
4.2

Cross-Lingual Transfer

Ideally, we desire a model with strong cross-lingual
capabilities—for example, along the lines of previous work in tagging tasks (Wu and Dredze, 2019)
and information retrieval (Shi et al., 2020). From a
practical perspective, such capabilities can reduce
the need for language-specific paraphrase training
data. From a scientific perspective, such explorations might help reveal language-agnostic “universals” for semantics. In this section, we present
two experiments that anecdotally provide some interesting observations.
In our first experiment, we fine-tuned the model
only with Chinese sentence pairs. During evaluation, we feed it English sentences and ask it to
generate English paraphrases. We do not provide
a formal evaluation, but it appears that our model
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is able to generate English paraphrases fluently, including the ability to preserve tagged substrings.
For example, paraphrases of the input “How do you
get deleted htagi Instagram h/tagi chats?” include
the following:
How do I get deleted htagi Instagram
h/tagi messages?
How do I recover deleted htagi Instagram
h/tagi messages?
How do you get deleted htagi Instagram
h/tagi messages?
How do I get deleted htagi Instagram
h/tagi posts?
In the second experiment, we fine-tuned our model
with English sentence pairs, and then feed it Chinese sentences and ask for Chinese paraphrases. In
this case, the model generates a mix of English and
Chinese tokens, but, interestingly, the code switching occurs in a semantically coherent manner. For
example, paraphrases of sentence “吃什么东西
能htagi补肾h/tagi呀?” (translation, “What foods
can fortify the kidneys?”), where “补肾” means
“fortify the kidneys”):
What is the best food to htagi补
肾h/tagi?
What are some foods that htagi补
肾h/tagi?
Which is the best food to htagi补
肾h/tagi?
What is the best thing to eat to htagi补
肾h/tagi?”
When we paraphrase sentences without any tags
in our second experiment, for example, “手机如
何快速散热?” (translation, “How to quickly dissipate the heat of a phone?”, where “散热” means
“dissipate heat” and “手机” means “phone”), the
paraphrases are:

and grammar). However, as the above examples
show, some Chinese tokens are idiosyncratically
preserved. Most interestingly, the code switches
are semantically coherent.
Although these results are at best anecdotal, it
rules out obvious and low-hanging fruit in crosslingual transfer capabilities. We suspect these observations point to the dominance of English in
the pretraining of mBART—it seems like the case
that multi-lingual capabilities are pivoting through
English. Even when trained on Chinese paraphrase
pairs, results suggest that they are likely mapped to
English latent semantic space, and that Chinese is
easily “forgotten”.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper tackles a practical, real-world problem
in paraphrase generation that to our knowledge has
not been previously addressed: there are tokens
that a user might wish to preserve verbatim for a
variety of reasons. We further assume, that in many
scenarios, the user knows exactly what those tokens
are. This leads to our relatively straightforward
solution—we provide the user with tags whose
semantics are “don’t change me”.
The contribution of our work is a languageagnostic implementation of this capability using a
pretrained sequence-to-sequence model (mBART),
coupled with an objective that encourages diversity
in the parts of the input that are not surrounded by
tags. Evaluations on both English and Chinese paraphrase datasets demonstrate the empirical success
of our proposed model, and additional experiments
reveal interesting observations about cross-lingual
transfer effects, potentially paving the way for future studies.
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